The trip started in great form with Mr. Agosti getting his high powered Ford. All went well until Mr. Cunningham's mighty Chevrolet began to weaken.

As he tried to drive past the old man, he had no trouble and he says his Cunningham's mighty Chevrolet be-operated such powerful compression one that he could eat it. Once he chased a street car clear on the other side of the street jumped sideways at him. He says it was just luck and his good driving that saved them. Young always did mistrust street cars. He says they have a mean and evil look.
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SCHOOL SPIRIT

There appears to be a strange lack of school spirit at Poly this year. This is a fault that should be remedied at once.

Poly has always been noted for her school spirit and it is up to us, who are the present bearers of her traditions, to uphold them. There is a fine class of Freshmen entering school this year and it is the duty of the upperclassmen to point the way. The Freshmen are going to do as the upperclassmen do and if you do not show the proper amount of spirit, the new members of the student body cannot be expected to. As each year goes by we lose our spirit up until the time this year's class of Freshmen are Seniors. Poly's fight will be but a weak substitute for what it should be. It may be truly said that the future action of our student body deserves a great deal upon your action now.

Two weeks ago our football team played their first game of the season. We do not have many games at home, so every student should make an honest effort to attend every one he possibly can and give the team his support. We have reason to believe in us at such a reasonable rate that everyone could afford to go, but not enough took advantage of this offer and so to one. A few fellows did go in their own cars, but they were only a small percentage of the student body. This is disheartening to the team. It is true that the student body does not care whether or not we win.

It is the first of the year now, so let us, avoid any mistake. If it may be so called, and get the old Poly Fight and spirit back. Do not wait for the other fellow, but step right in yourself and you will find the rest of the student body right with you.

POLY AND ITS GIRLS

Now that we have gathered in the shadows of the walls of our Alma Mater once again we should look about us and see what is happening.

For one thing, there has been an addition made to the machine shop. Captain Davis Ford looks like a wreck and we have some new faculty members and students, but this is very unimportant when we come to the really important thing about the school, namely, our girls.

For some reason all boys take up football, basketball and baseball and most of the women are interested in no sport. If you want to see the horrible examples our football team just take a look at those men that have represented Poly in the football field, Young, Martinsson, Lumley and Reed. Good men all, but all that they have are their followings.

Anyone that pays any attention to other people's business should note the fact that Leslie Oldham does not run his Ford for the sake of his own transportation only and Alfred Miller says that if he did not have his red Ford he would have to ride the bus, so that he is at present.

All the boys know Don Eveleth's failing, so we need not dwell upon this any case.

Dorothy Roos says that she never looks at a boy twice, but anybody who knows Dorothy would say that one could be enough.

Bells and Wilmus are as casual as ever and we are still waiting for the girls. We are sure, however, that somebody will have to suffer for this indifference.

Bill Lee says that he thinks that William Taroff will be influenced by his sister, as all are influenced also. There are also other two new girls at Poly, Ellen Shephard and Ruth Smith. They as yet have not made knock known to the whole school their plans for the year.

We have also two new fellows at Poly, Earl Miller is wearing a cap.

Chatter

Albert Call is wearing a black eye and some new shoes. How these two could be related is the question. Of course, neither of these worthy boys have anything to say, so the mystery will remain.

Poly pep and spirit has long been our pride and joy. Even our schools' downfall does it seem that less than that, and our students think quality, "school spirit"? Of course, the new students are not expected to develop us as lively an interest in things as some of the older ones, who then is to set the example, the new or old student? Let us all get together.

Projects and Project Methods

Just because Wilber Miller was a hero at Stanford he need not think that he will be a hero there. That new Ford is for transportation to and from school and not for taking some of the young ladies riding at noon hour.

Poly's football season has barely started and our team has not the wholehearted support of its students. Many fellows are too lazy to come out and play. Other fellows say that we had new fellows out we would be, and there is a football or other fighting team than in either of our previous years, possibly some more fellows turn out for football?

If Women or Children Wear It, We Have It

Every day in every way the best made for the price paid

Quality Service Courtesy

RILEY-CROCKER CO.
Dry Goods, Ladies' and Children's Apparel
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CALIFORNIA

John Norton
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Bring you films.
Free enlargement with every dollar's worth of kodak work.

Mission Jewelry Shop
All the leading makers of watches and jewelry.
Best of repairing

GEO. A. BUTT.
1017 CHORDO ST.

DR. H. A. GOWMAN
OPTOMETRIST
GLASSES FITTED AND REPAIRED
ANDERSON HOTEL BUILDING
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McCArB GARAGE STEUBLEDAKER STORAGE
1034-36 Monterey St. Phone 901
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THE WALDORF
Poly vs. Santa Maria

When the Green and Orange journeyed over to Santa Maria yesterday before last they found no weak aggeration. The Poly was at a great disadvantage from the kickoff. Santa Maria’s passes were very good and very near one-half of them were completed. Their end runs were fast and Poly could not stop them. Also her ends got under their punts like greased lightning. As our line was very weak, the kick was made by Santa Maria would have been good for many yards unless interrupted by our backfield. Although once through the first half pass our line held like a stone wall, several times the opponents had to resort to a wide end run to make the touchdown.

Prescott Read played a good game. His tackling and blocking was mostly done. Walter Lumley, the little boy, did not do well against some pretty punts, but our ends were too slow in running them down. Also Zanoni deserves mentioning, as he broke through the line several times and tackled the ball.

One outstanding point of the Santa Maria team was that they played the ball for the whole game. Of course, one reason for this can be added, that Santa Maria had many more good substitutes than we had. In the second half the Santa Maria team was very good. Their pass was perfect and their signals were sharp. In the second half the Santa Maria team played a good defensive game.

In Stanford his team was royally treated by our vicere, who did not make possible to keep them from feeling at home. The team inspected the many fine buildings and the campus of the university with much approval.

Coach Agasti is very optimistic concerning our chances to defeat.

“We have lost nothing, compared to last season. The only difference was the absence of our team last Saturday’s game,” said Mr. Agasti. “Although winning or losing we intend to stand by our team through thick and thin, and back it to the limit. How about it, fellows?”

Innocent, gave us all a big surprise last week when going in a solo at the Elmo Theater. He was on the sick list for two days as the result of his disipation. We fear you are being led astray, Niels.

The Dorm Club has two new members, Jack Babcock from San Diego, and Capo Amato from Austin City. They both appear to be good fellows and we hope they will stay with us.

The dormitory pillow pounders are now awakened to the tune of “The Gashouse Blues” than to have their dreams interrupted by the harsh notes of a brass bugle. This has been a great help to Walter Lumley, who has been missing his breakfast for a whole week.

The old mill of in back of the dormitory was cleaned out last week and the Freshman were given their annual harvest. This worked to the advantage of the Poly. In the early evening under the supervision of the dormitory head, some fine practical work was done and nice time was enjoyed by all present.

Pfeffer has broken his promise; he did not shave all last week. He will be given one more chance, and if he does not shave now it will be the last. Our fellow, who can be certain well meaning members.

The old Club deck will be closed from now on by one. Watch your step, John.

---

The Poly defeated the Poly by Stanford Frosh

Defeated by an experienced team, the Poly variety fought a hard but losing fight. Many football fans criticized our team for the large score run up against them, but when considering that all of the Stanford freshman team have had four or more years of high school football experience and training, it is little wonder a score of 98-0 was run up against our team.

The northern team played a hard but clean game, that taxed our players to the limit to hold them down to 98 points. Captain Martelmann managed his men well, and kept up their spirits all during the game.

Although the wind was at a disadvantage, White’s punting was strong and steady. Some fine tackling was made by Del Rio and Martelmann. Some had been substituting part of the game for Reay, and the two times Del Rio went through the line and stopped line backs before they were even started. In a line back tackle White made more yards than any one man. A long distance pass from White to Fuller, getting twenty-five yards before Poly. Quarterback Lumley played a strong defensive game throughout.
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